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Portable devices are becoming ubiquitous and there is an ever-
increasing demand for electric vehicles as well. Lithium-ion bat-
teries (LIBs) have received enormous attention and become the 
most widely used power supplying sources for portable devices 

All-solid-state lithium batteries have received extensive attention due to their 
high safety and promising energy density and are considered as the next-gen-
eration electrochemical energy storage system. However, exploring solid-state 
electrolytes in customized geometries without sacrificing the ionic transport 
is significant yet challenging. Herein, various 3D printable Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 
(LATP)-based inks are developed to construct ceramic and hybrid solid-state 
electrolytes with arbitrary shapes as well as high conductivities. The obtained 
inks show suitable rheological behaviors and can be successfully extruded into 
solid-state electrolytes using the direct ink writing (DIW) method. As-printed free-
standing LATP ceramic solid-state electrolytes deliver high ionic conductivity up 
to 4.24 × 10−4 S cm−1 and different shapes such as “L”, “T,” and “+” can be easily 
realized without sacrificing high ionic transport properties. Moreover, using 
this printing method, LATP-based hybrid solid-state electrolytes can be directly 
printed on LiFePO4 cathodes for solid-state lithium batteries, where a high dis-
charge capacity of 150 mAh g−1 at 0.5 C is obtained. The DIW strategy for solid-
state electrolytes demonstrates a new way toward advanced solid-state energy 
storage with the high ionic transport and customized manufacturing ability.

and electric vehicles.[1–6] High-safety, high-
capacity, low-cost, and high-life-span are 
always desired for LIBs.[7–11] At present, 
most commercial LIBs contain liquid elec-
trolytes, which pose fire and explosion 
hazards to people due to their low boiling 
point and flash point.[12] However, solid-
state electrolytes (SSEs) are able to reduce 
or eliminate these risks.[3,13]

SSEs can be mainly divided into 
solid polymer electrolytes, oxide-based 
SSEs, and sulfide-based SSEs.[14–16] Na 
superionic conductor (NASICON)-type 
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) is a typical 
oxide-based SSE with high conductivity 
and electrochemical stability which is 
recognized as one of the most promising 
LIB electrolytes.[17–21] It is less sensitive 
to moisture and O2, therefore allowing 
the direct preparation in open air with 
low-cost raw materials. Moreover, it is elec-
trochemically stable to most cathode mate-
rials. In order to build LATP-based SSEs, 

various manufacturing methods have been developed to date. 
For the pure LATP ceramic solid-state electrolytes (CSSEs), 
one of the most used manufacturing methods is the tableting 
method, which employs a mold to press-form inorganic powder 
and is also termed as the subtractive manufacturing. How-
ever, for the tableting method, one molded electrolyte requires 
a certain mold, thus hindering the manufacturing efficiency. 
For LATP-based hybrid solid-state electrolytes (HSSEs), the 
solution-casting method was used mostly, which also needs a 
specific mold to get a designed film. With the rapid develop-
ment of portable devices, shapes of batteries are critical for the 
device space saving and no longer limited to traditional cuboids 
or cylinders. Thus, new electrolyte manufacturing method is 
urgently needed to produce SSEs with designed shapes as well 
as high conductivities.

As an emerging additive manufacturing technology, three-
dimensional (3D) printing has become a versatile tool to con-
struct customized 3D architectures for different application 
fields.[22–28] This technology is conducted based on a layer-by-
layer stacking principle with computer aided design (CAD). In 
the field of electrochemistry, 3D printing has also been applied 
to manufacture high-performance energy storage components 
with an especial focus on electrodes.[29] To date, several pio-
neering works based on 3D printing techniques such as direct 
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ink writing (DIW) and stereolithographic printing have turned 
out to be a great success for the electrode fabrication.[30–33] DIW 
has been acknowledged as one of most promising printing 
candidates due to its direct writing capability of materials 
with tuned chemistry. Sun et  al. used DIW to build cathodes 
and anodes and assembled a full high-performance micro-
battery.[34] We recently reported the fabrication of interdigitated 
graphene framework using DIW for remarkable micro-super-
capacitors.[35] To date, the DIW-based fabrication of CSSEs or 
HSSEs was rarely reported owing to the difficulty in preparing 
3D printable electrolyte inks. In this regard, the 3D printing of 
CSSEs and HSSEs with customized configuration is urgently 
demanded but challenging.

Herein, we report the DIW fabrication of LATP-based CSSEs 
and HSSEs with arbitrary shapes as well as high conductivi-
ties. To resolve the abovementioned ink issue, a formulated 
liquid is employed to obtain the pure LATP CSSE 3D printable 
ink. The obtained ink possesses suitable rheological behaviors 
and can be successfully extruded into free-standing CSSEs 
with different desired shapes and high conductivities up to 
4.24  ×  10−4  S  cm−1. Moreover, our DIW approach enables the 
direct printing of high-conductive LATP-based HSSEs. The cor-
responding solid-state LiFePO4 (LFP)//Li battery exhibits a high 
discharge capacity of 150 mAh g−1 at 0.5 C and a good cycling 
stability during the cycling test at 60  °C. The achieved results 
demonstrate the enormous potential of 3D printed SSEs and 
offer a new fabrication platform for next-generation customized 
electrochemical energy storage devices.

The DIW procedure of LATP CSSE architectures is briefly 
illustrated in Figure 1. An extrusion-based 3D printer equipped 
with a syringe was employed to extrude the 3D printable ink 
driven by the pneumatic pressure. To realize the continuous 
and smooth extrusion, the ink formula as well as its dispersing 
state was essential for the printing process. To this end, the 
suitable dispersant was essential to disperse LATP powder to 
access the control of rheological properties for 3D printable ink. 
Rather than the direct use of single solvent as the dispersant, 
the formulated liquid with deionized (DI) water and isopro-
panol (IPA) in a certain volumetric ratio of 4:1 was applied to 

disperse the LATP powder. In the mixed liquid, IPA acted as 
the dispersant promotor for the better dispersing process while 
the DI water helped to keep the wet state of ink. By adding 
LATP powder in the formulated liquid, the obtained mixture 
was thoroughly grounded in an agate mortar until the ink was 
suitable for the DIW process as displayed in Figure 1a,b.

After the ink preparation, the ink was loaded into a syringe 
as shown in Figure  1c and the extrusion-based 3D printer 
was used to extrude LATP ink with different layers with pro-
grammed routines (Figure 1d,e). Finally, a post heat-treatment 
was proceeded to enhance the ceramic density and form the 
resultant LATP CSSE (Figure  1f). The DIW-based manufac-
turing process enabled the well control in the both electrolyte 
thicknesses and shapes, illustrating a huge advantage for the 
customized CSSE fabrication. For example, the thickness of 
LATP CSSE with 3 printing layers was appropriately 1.2  mm 
and this value would further increased by digitally printing 
growing layers.

A key way to evaluate the ink rheological behaviors is 
observing the ink flowing state during the extrusion process. 
For as-prepared LATP ink dispersed using the formulated 
liquid with DI water and IPA, the continuous ink extrusion was 
observed within 4 s as shown in Figure 2a and Movie S1 (Sup-
porting Information). In comparison, with the same amount 
of DI water dispersant, a direct breaking point was easily 
found for the aqueous LATP ink as displayed in Figure 2b and 
Movie S2 (Supporting Information). The obvious difference 
in the ink flowing state revealed the different ink rheological 
behaviors of as-prepared inks and further influenced the layer-
by-layer stacking process. The discontinuous ink flowing could 
not ensure the continuous materials stacking, resulting in the 
fail of 3D-structured construction. The rheological properties 
of extrudable ink were further measured (Figure  2c). It was 
observed that the viscosity values decreased when the shear 
stress values increased, revealing the shear-thinning non-New-
tonian fluid behavior. It further confirmed the good printability 
of the ink obtained with the dispersant mixture of DI water and 
IPA and indicated a desired extrusion process as shown in the 
inset of Figure 2c.

Figure 1. Schematic of DIW printing procedure of LATP CSSEs.
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To investigate the structural changes of as-prepared samples 
during the DIW process, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning 
electron microscopic (SEM) measurements were conducted. As 
shown in Figure 2d, it was found that there was no significant 
difference in the phase composition for LATP powder, pressed 
pallet and 3D printed CSSE, which were all sintered at 950 °C. 
It indicated that the adding of formulated liquid did not influ-
ence the formation of main LATP phase during the DIW pro-
cess of CSSEs.[36] The displayed peaks were mainly indexed to 
the LATP phase (JCPDS NO. 35-0754). A secondary phase of 
AlPO4 was also found, which was consistent with previous liter-
atures.[21,37,38] However, when sintered at different temperatures 
in a range of 850–1050 °C, as-printed CSSEs exhibited distinct 
differences in phases as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Infor-
mation). The peak intensities of AlPO4 secondary phase became 
weaker with the growing sintering temperatures from 850 to 
950 °C, while the intensities of AlPO4 peaks directly exceeded 
those of LATP-pahse peaks when the sintering temperature 
came to 1050  °C. These results illustrated that the ideal sin-
tering temperature was 950 °C for the 3D printed LATP CSSEs.

SEM measurements further revealed the structural evolu-
tion as detailed in Figure  2e–g. The obtained LATP powder 
showed a particle morphology with the average sizes of 1–2 µm 
(Figure S2, Supporting Information). The cross-sectional SEM 
images of 3D printed LATP CSSE revealed that the microcracks 
between the layers occurred as seen in Figure S3 (Supporting 
Information) suggesting an effect on the ionic conductivity. 

When sintered at 1050  °C, the CSSE pallets showed a visible 
contraction, while this phenomenon was not obvious for the 
pallets sintered at 850 and 950  °C. Figure  2e–g further illus-
trated that the grain sizes increased with the growing sintering 
temperatures. The densification of 3D printed LATP CSSEs 
increased as well with growing sintering temperatures. The 
grain boundaries were obviously observed and the diameter of 
grains ranged from 1 to 2 µm for the 3D printed LATP CSSE 
sintered at 950 °C. With a further increased sintering tempera-
ture at 1050  °C, a glass state was presented (Figure  2g). This 
may be caused by the lithium volatilization, which led to the 
introduction of LiTiOPO4 secondary phase (Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information), which was an influencial factor for the 
delivered ionic conductivity.

The electrochemical behaviors of LATP CSSEs with dif-
ferent printing layers were measured using the electrochem-
ical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method. The obtained data 
was collected with a test frequency ranging from 0.1  Hz to 
1 MHz. Impedance plots were used to analyze the bulk resist-
ance (Rb) and interfacial resistance (Ri). The total resistance (Rt) 
was summed by Rt = Rb + Ri. Thus, the total conductivity (σt) 
could be calculated with the equation of σ  = d/A  × Rt, where 
d and A represented CSSE thickness and area, respectively.[39] 
Figure 3a shows the measured impedance plots, where one or 
two semicircles at high frequencies and a spike in the low fre-
quency region were both found for various 3D printed CSSEs. 
The semicircles may be attributed to the bulk, grain boundary 

Figure 2. Photographs showing the extrusion process from a syringe for difference inks dispersed by a) the mixture of DI water and IPA, b) the pure 
DI water. c) Apparent viscosity values as a function of shear rate values for ink prepared with the dispersant mixture of DI water and IPA. The inset 
represents the corresponding extrusion state. d) XRD patterns of LATP powder, pressed pallet and 3D printed CSSE. SEM images of 3D printed LATP 
CSSE sintered at different temperatures of e) 850 °C, f) 950 °C, and g) 1050 °C.
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and interfacial resistances, while the spike may due to the 
double-layer impedance at the contact between the blocking 
electrodes and CSSEs.[37] The calculated ionic conductivities 
of as-printed CSSEs decreased with growing printing layers 
(Figure 3b), which was consistent with previous reports.[40] The 
achieved ionic conductivity was up to 4.24  ×  10−4  S  cm−1 for 
LATP CSSE with 3 printing layers, while the ionic conductivi-
ties of LATP CSSE with 4, 5, and 6 printing layers were calcu-
lated to 2.34 × 10−4, 2.14 × 10−4, 1.38 × 10−4 S cm−1, respectively. 
The electronic conductivity of CSSE with 3 printing layers was 
calculated to 1.55  ×  10−8  S  cm−1 and the relative density was 
calculated to 85.6%. Time-decaying current density of printed 
LATP CSSE was shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). 
It is worth noting that during the CSSE fabrication process the 
tableting and the mold were not utilized, indicating the saved 
energy and simplified procedure. The obtained results were 
still remarkable, demonstrating the great promise of DIW tech-
nique for the CSSEs fabrication.

To further investigate the effects of sintering temperatures 
during the post-treatment, the ionic conductivities of CSSEs 
with different sintering temperatures were further investi-
gated (printing layer was fixed at 3). The ionic conductivities 
were 0, 0.48 × 10−4, 1.55 × 10−4, 4.24 × 10−4, 2.05 × 10−4 S cm−1, 
respectively, for 3D printed LATP CSSEs sintered ranging from 
650 to 1050  °C. It is abovementioned that, with increasing 
sintering temperatures from 650 to 950  °C, the crystalline 
increased which may attribute to the increased ionic conduc-
tivity of obtained CSSE. However, with the further increased 
sintering temperature at 1050  °C, the conductivity showed a 
subsequent decrease, which may be caused by the presence of 

the LiTiOPO4 secondary phase.[41,42] In this regard, 950 °C was 
the most suitable sintering temperature for 3D printed LATP 
CSSEs during the post-treatment.

The galvanostatic cycling result of Li/3D printed LATP CSSE/
Li symmetric cell was shown in Figure  3d. The Li plating/
stripping was implemented at 60  °C at the current density of 
0.05 mA cm−2 and each cycle was 0.5 h. After cycling for over 
100 h, the polarization volage was found to be less than 0.5 V. 
It clearly demonstrated the great advantage of our 3D printed 
CSSE for desirable solid-state enegy storage applications.

For practical applications, a customized battery geometry is 
usually demanded under different conditions. To this end, the 
SSEs manufacturing technology with the capability to ensure 
the geometry customization is highly significant. To demon-
strate the customization advantage of this work in geometry, 
CSSEs with different geometries were constructed just by 
adjusting the printing routines. As displayed in Figure  4a–c, 
three types of customized CSSE with “L” shape, “T” shape, and 
“+” shape were printed using the same DIW method. Mean-
while, the thickness of obtained CSSEs can still be well con-
trolled in a digital way. In this work, 3D printed CSSEs with 
different shapes were designed to possess the same cross-
sectional area. The impedance plots of these CSSEs with “L” 
shape, “T” shape, and “+” shape were shown in Figure  4d–f 
and their ionic conductivities were 4.05 × 10−4, 4.17 × 10−4, and 
3.95 × 10−4 S cm−1, respectively, which were very close to that of 
the rectangular CSSE sintered at 950 °C.

To further demonstrate the great potential of the employed 
DIW approach, the printing of LATP-based HSSE was also 
conducted. The printing process was schematically displayed 

Figure 3. a) Impedance plots of as-printed LATP CSSE sintered at 950 °C for 6 h with different printing layers. b) Ionic conductivities of as-printed 
LATP CSSE sintered at 950 °C for 6 h with different printing layers. c) Ionic conductivities of as-printed LATP CSSE with 3 printing layers with different 
sintering temperatures. d) Galvanostatic cycles of Li/LATP CSSE/Li symmetric cell.
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in Figure  5a, where poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and lithium 
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI) were introduced 
for the resultant HSSE ink formation. 3D printed LATP-based 
HSSEs with different geometries were also successfully real-
ized as displayed in Figure 5b, indicating the high versatility of 
our approach. SEM images shown in Figure  5c demonstrated 
that the components were uniformly dispersed in the obtained 
ink. As shown in the thermogravimetric (TG) curve (Figure 5d), 
the decomposition temperature of the HSSE was above 300 °C, 
reflecting that the HSSE could be utilized at the elevated tem-
perature. The printing of LATP-based HSSE was conducted on 
LFP cathode (inset in Figure 5e) and the LFP/3D printed LATP-
based HSSE/Li battery can thus be fabricated without the adding 

of any liquid electrolyte. The first charge and discharge profiles 
of assembled solid-state battery were shown in Figure S5 (Sup-
porting Information), revealing the obvious charge–discharge 
plateau and high discharge capacity of 150  mAh  g−1 at 0.5  C. 
The superior cycling performance was also found with a high 
capacity retention of 84% after 100 cycles (Figure 5e). The rate 
performance of solid-state battery was further measured at 
60 °C at different rates from 0.1 to 0.5 C (Figure 5f). The result 
demonstrated that the battery capacity could be largely recovered 
when the rate returned back to 0.1 C. This was a clear indication 
of good rate capability for the obtained all-solid-state battery.

In summary, using a simple DIW method, we reported 
various well-dispersed LATP-based 3D printable inks which 

Figure 4. Schematics, printing routines, and optical images of as-printed LATP CSSEs with various geometries of a) “L” shape, b) “T” shape, and  
c) “+” shape. d–f) Corresponding impedance plots of as-printed LATP CSSEs with various geometries.

Figure 5. a) Schematic of DIW of LATP-based HSSE. The inset is the photograph of obtained ink. b) Photograph of LATP-based HSSEs with various 
geometries. c) SEM image and d) TG curve of LATP-based HSSE. e) Cycling performance at 0.5 C and f) rate performance of LFP/LATP-based HSSE/
Li battery.
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showed excellent rheological properties. Based on the obtained 
inks, free-standing LATP-based CSSE and HSSE were both 
fabricated where the geometries and thicknesses could be 
precisely controlled in the digital manner. With the optimized 
printing layer, the resultant LATP CSSE delivered remarkable 
ionic conductivity up to 4.24  ×  10−4  S  cm−1. By re-designing 
printing routines, customized configurations including “L”, 
“T,” and “+” shapes were realized for LATP CSSE and HSSE. 
Moreover, using this printing method, the LATP-based HSSE 
can be directly constructed on LFP cathode for a solid-state 
lithium battery, where a remarkably high discharge capacity of 
150 mAh g−1 was obtained at 0.5 C at 60 °C. This study provides 
an advanced manufacturing platform for the customized SSEs 
fabrication, showing the enormous potential for next-genera-
tion state-of-the-art electrochemical energy storage systems.

Experimental Section
LATP Powder Preparation: LATP powder was prepared by the 

conventional solid state method,[43,44] where lithium carbonate (AR, ≥ 
99.9%), aluminum oxide (AR, ≥ 99.9%), titanium dioxide (AR, ≥ 99.9%), 
and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (AR, ≥ 99.9%) were mixed 
through wet ball-milling with stoichiometric amounts. Then, a sintering 
process with a 700  °C heating for 4  h was conducted to get the LATP 
powder. The obtained powder was ball-milled for 10  h before the DIW 
printing.

DIW of LATP CSSE: To obtain well-dispersed printable inks, LATP 
powder was mixed with the formulated liquid (mixture of DI water and 
IPA with a volume ratio of 1:4) by agate mortar and the concentration 
of LATP in obtained ink was 1  g  ml−1. Then, the ink was loaded in the 
syringe with a nozzle (≈330  µm inner diameter). A pneumatic-driven 
extrusion-based 3D printer was employed to conduct the DIW process 
on the quartz glass. Various customized shapes were designed with 
different printing layers (3–6). The freeze-drying was subsquently carried 
out for 12  h where the cold trap temperature was −50  °C. The high-
temperature sintering was then employed for 6 h with different sintering 
temperatures ranging from 650 to 1050 °C to obtain the final 3D printed 
LATP CSSEs.

DIW of LATP-Based HSSE: For the 3D printable LATP-based HSSE ink, 
LiTFSI and PEO were dissolved in acetonitrile at 70 °C. Then, the LATP 
powder was added into the above mixture to obtain the 3D printable ink. 
The mole ratio of –CH2-CH2O– (EO)/Li was controlled to be 18:1 and the 
amount of LATP was 40 wt%. Then, the LATP-based HSSE was obtained 
using the DIW method. For the solid-state battery assembly, LATP-based 
HSSE was directly printed on cathode which was composed of LFP, 
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and Super P with a mass ratio of 6:2:2. 
Then, the volatilization of solvent was awaited in glovebox for two days 
in prior to the assembly of LFP/3D printed LATP-based HSSE/Li battery.

Structural Characterization and Electrochemical Measurements: 
Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were collected using 
a Hitachi-SU8010 field-emission scanning electron microscope. XRD 
patterns were recorded with D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer using Cu 
Kα1 radiation (λ  =  0.15405  nm). The patterns were scanned in steps 
of 0.02° with counting for 0.1  s at each step ranging from 10° to 80° 
(2θ angle). The ink rheological property was measured by Anton Paar 
MCR302 rheometer.

EIS was measured by Zennium X electrochemical workstation in  
the frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz. Both sides of samples were 
polished and sputtered with Au before measurements. THALES software 
was used for the data acquisition and processing and the measurement 
was conducted at 25 °C. The battery was measured by LANHE CT2001A 
at 60 °C. TG analysis was evaluated by STA 409 PC (Germany NETZSCH) 
from 30 to 800  °C with a heating rate of 10  °C  min−1 under nitrogen 
atmosphere.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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